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Behind
the scenes
with the
JWT
Board of
Directors
March 4,1986
[On March 4th, a new generation succeeded to the management of the J.
Walter Thompson Company. We thought
you would be interested in listening in on
some of the comments made by the principals in the course ofa meeting that will
influence the shape and direction of your
company for the rest of this century'.]

DON JOHNSTON:
Today, with a sense of pride,
with a great deal of enthusiasm,
with a tremendous amount of relief,
I recommend to you as my successor to
lead the J. Walter Thompson Company,
Joe O'Donnell.
In the resolutions that will follow
what Joe, Denis Lanigan and I have to say,
I would ask that you elect Joe O'Donnell
as Chairman-Elect and Chief Executive
Officer; Jack Cronin as Vice Chairman;
and Jack Peters as President of the J.
Walter Thompson Company. Together
with Burt Manning they will assume the

leadership of the worldwide agency. Gack
Peters will also retain his responsibility
as President and Chief Operating Officer
of J. Walter USA.)
In a meeting scheduled for four o'
clock, the Hill and Knowlton Board will
elect Bob Dilenschneider President and
Chief Executive Officer of that company.
Loet Velmans will remain Chairman of
Hill and Knowlton until December 31,
1986, when he will retire.
Today, Ron Kovas was elected Executive Vice President of JWT Group,
Inc. He will be on assignment to Hill and
Knowlton where he will work as an equal
partner with Bob Dilenschneider, responsible for all the internal operations.
Both men will report directly to me.
The announcement of the new J.
Walter Thompson Company management team is the culmination of a long
process of succession planning. This process began with the Company's response
to the challenge of the JWT Group Mission: To become the brand leader within
the advertising industry.
At the EPCOT management meeting in the spring of 1984, there was considerable consensus on many issues.
Primary was the enthusiastic endorsement of placing renewed emphasis on our
creative product. Denis's words in the
summing up earned spontaneous applause: "Each manager will be judged on
the quality of advertising he's producing..."
Without question, the Company has
responded to this call. The improvement
in our creative product has been demonstrated over and over again in the past few
years. Our new business record, the
growth of our long-term clients' business
and every peer recognition within our
own industry all attest to our creative
capabilities.
What gives us that creative edge is
our accumulated knowledge and expertise about advertising, and how it works.
This is our unique strength, our "added
value" as an agency brand.,
After our management meeting at
EPCOT, the Operations Committee and
subsequently a special task force analyzed the Thompson Company's
strengths and weaknesses and identified
what organizational changes would be
necessary to meet our professional and
financial goals.

This task force, of which Joe was a
part, looked at all aspects of the Company and didn't find much that was "broken" or needed "fixing'.' They did
encourage us to focus on advertising and
make certain that corporate management reflected this focus. They encouraged us to make certain that we lived up
to Denis's EPCOT commitment: To reward managers not only on the basis of
sustained growth but also on the basis of
outstanding performance and improvement of our fundamental advertising
standards and skills.
The Thompson Board approved
these recommendations in September,
last year. The issue of succession then
became one of making the best use of the
impressive talent and expertise we have
within this company to fulfill our mission.
Joe has had a strong role in defining
the direction of the Company. So the succession is not so abrupt as it might seem.
Joe and I have been working closely together since last summer. We have discussed every major agency and client
decision together. He will be able to hit the
ground running.
He has determined his own key players and they are seasoned, talented advertising professionals whose appointments I enthusiastically endorse.
The additional appointments and announcements to be made today are Joe's
to make.
During the next ten months, Joe, the
two Jacks and Burt will work closely with
Denis Lanigan and me. On December 31,
this year, Denis will retire from the Company. We intend to make maximum use of
his wisdom, experience and valued counsel without pause until that time.
I am Chairman and CEO of JWT
Group, with, all spoken and published rumors to the contrary, no plans to retire
from that job at the end of this year. The
Group Board has asked me to continue in
that role, which I am very pleased to do.
Some of you will remember Joe's remarks at EPCOT two years ago. His
theme: "How can we deliver on the expectations of our people in a special way?"
His answer: "Philosophically, we can
become special by uncompromisingly
holding to some of the very basic values
that are at the heart of the good things in
our respective societies. They revolve

around simple words: honesty, respect,
sharing and trust."
In talking to many of our own people
over the years, I have often referred to
this quotation: "There is no limit to what
a man can do, or, where he can go, if he
does not mind who gets the credit'.'
Joe quoted another old philosopher,
Bear Bryant, at EPCOT.
"When things are going bad, it's me.
When things are going good, it's us.
When things are going great, it's them'.'
I think that is the essence of this man.
I commend him to you. I know that he will
bring energy, imagination and leadership
to you. I know that he will have your enthusiastic support.
Joe...

[foe began his acceptance by reading the
internal release which sums up the various new appointments and organizational changes he has made. Since you
have all seen this by now, we're omitting
it in favor of his concluding extemporaneous remarks.]

JOE O'DONNELL:
I was trying to think of what I would
want to hear if I were on your side, what
questions I would have that I would want
to ask me if I were in your shoes. So I took
the liberty of trying to anticipate some of
your questions. I hope I've covered the
most topical... if not, we will have plenty
of time to cover the missed ones in the
future. Here goes.
First, how do you think Barbara and
the children will like New York?
Thank you for asking that. It's very
thoughtful. As you may know, Barbara
and I are from the East. After eight years
away we are looking forward to getting
back. We have already bought a house in
Darien, Connecticut, and plan to be
moved in by the end of this month.

Have you bought any new clothes in
case I have to introduce you to my
clients?
Yes, I recently bought several new
suits, and I understand that there are
some good rental stores nearby... so you
don't have to worry about me showing up
in a green jacket and multicolored pants.
I will, however, continue to wear my duck
and whale belts, but I promise to button
my coat.
Secondly, are you concerned that our
people will wonder how you can possibly expect to run an international
agency when you are not widely travelled and have only worked in New
York, Detroit and Chicago in the past?
I see the questions are getting
harder. But yes, I am sensitive to this issue, although there are several reasons I
am not concerned about it. First, it is true
I am not widely travelled, but I think that
we have all seen enough to know the similarities between offices and countries
outweigh the dissimilarities...and that the
basic talents and structures required to
develop effective advertising in Chicago or
Detroit are similar to those required in
Amsterdam or Tokyo.
Secondly, I am not overly concerned
because I am surrounded by people with
immense international experience. As indicated earlier, I plan to take advantage of
that experience, and I know the advice of
Don, Jack Cronin, Michael Cooper-Evans, Lee Preschel, Don Thompson and all
the others here in this room will prove invaluable to me.
Third, my own experience in New
York, Chicago and Detroit has been with
accounts which last year were responsible for 22 percent of the revenue in Europe, 30 percent of the revenue in Latin
America, 16 percent of the revenue in the
Asia/ Pacific, and 33 percent of the revenue in Canada, so at least, in this respect,
your people and I will have these common relationships to talk about, when we
first get together.
Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, I do not believe that your people
should be too concerned with my lack of
international experience, since I have no
intention of either managing or directing
their specific efforts in their home
markets.

Yes, we will reserve the right to set
the overall professional attitude for all of
our individual operations... more specifically, that they are expected to do the
most effective advertising in their home
market; yes, we will reserve the right to
insist on common philosophies, so that
our clients and our people will know they
are dealing with the same agency as they
travel from one country to another.
But, the authority, responsibility and
prerogatives of local managements must
be safeguarded. That is what made this
company strong to begin with, and I believe that the Company's future strength
continues to lie in the intellectual independence of competitive local operations
rather than in some arrogant overregulation from the center.
Consequently, it is our objective to
only provide to our local operations
either a) what they cannot afford on their
own, and/or b) those necessities that can
be done better or more efficiently in one
place rather than in many.
So what should we be concentrating
on in the near term... and beyond?
Above all else, the immediate advertising needs of our clients, so that we can
achieve the aggressive 1986 goals we
have set for ourselves. Consequently, let's
make sure we are directing our professional talents to effectively compete in the
marketplace in the long term.
There was a time when I half believed that there was some magic
J. Walter Thompson Company potion that
would cure all of our ills... make us grow
into the best agency there is. There was
a time when I believed that the sheer
mass of our physical resources would
overcome the competitive obstacles that
we would face. Finally however, I realized
that if a magic potion existed, or physical resources were the answer, then a
Wells, Rich, Greene, a Saatchi & Saatchi,
an Ogilvy & Mather never would have
gotten off the ground because the Y&Rs,
the JWTs...the agencies with physical resources ... would have squashed them before they ever had a chance.
The simple reality of our business is
that the agency with the brightest, most
aggressive and hardest working people is
the agency that wins. And I urge all of you,
as we enter 1987, and enact the recommendations put forth by the OMG and

,/VMG, that we have the people in place to
make them work.
How else can we help?
You can help by giving me your support. I do not have all the answers, but,
quite frankly, I neverfiguredthat you had
to be brilliant to run an agency. I only figured that you had to be smart enough to
know where you are stupid, so that you
could then find someone who has the
right answer.
So you can help me by speaking out,
by generating ideas, by arguing for what
you believe in. And you can help, once the
direction is set, by moving forward without ever looking back; because many
times in our business it is conviction and
execution, rather than introspection,
which spells the difference between success and failure.
Finally, you can help me by helping
this company make sure that a very specific wish I have comes true. The wish is
that each of the 8,100 people that we
work with truly understands and knows
... not philosophically believes in ... but
truly knows that we are only as good as
our last advertisement.
I would like the people in our research department to truly understand
that; I would like our media people to truly
understand that; I would like our account
people to truly understand that; I would
like our creative people, our financial
people, and, above all, our management
people to truly understand that. Because
that's the way our business works, and
that conviction, that knowledge, that belief must emanate from the people in this
room first, if we are to have our 8,100
people understand this fact. I promise you
one thing: If we become evangelists in this
regard, we will never need to have any
concerns about the future... because the
future will hold only success for our people, our clients and ourselves.
So those are the questions that I
would have wanted answers to. I am sure
that you may have some more. But in
closing, I am very proud and very honored to be standing here before you. And
I can only hope that, with your support,
we will continue to perpetuate the values, attitudes and accomplishments of
what the thousands of talented men and
women who have preceded us so painstakingly have built over the last 122 years.

Left to right: Commodore J. Walter Thompson, first CEO of the Company that bears his name; Don Johnston
the fifth; and Joe O'Donnell the sixth CEO in the Company's 122-year history.

People
Power
"We at JWT consider
ourselves exceptionally fortunate," Lenny Hontiveros
said last week. "We participated in a miracle"
Lenny—Leon P. Hontiveros, Group Chairman
JWT/Philippines—spoke of
course of the revolution in the
Leon P. Hontiveros
Philippines that drove FerdiGroup Chairman JWT/Philippmes
nand Marcos from power after 20 years and installed
Corazon Aquino and a new, democratic regime. As Lenny's words indicate, it was an extraordinary revolution, a
revolution in which the Filipino people, armed "with rosaries and flowers, sometimes with bread" formed human
barricades, massing in front of tanks and other military vehicles and stopping them. Lenny speaks of the intensely
moving spirit of the people—among them the employees of JWT—who gathered in the streets to face down
the army of Marcos and support the breakaway military
officers. Among the millions in the streets stopping the loyalist troops, Lenny says with pride and emotion, was his
three-year-old grandson.
"Without anyone in command" he says, "people
acted on individual decisions, according to their own interpretation of reports on Radio Veritas, the only station in
operation that they trusted. Barricades would be set up
with their bodies to stop the oncoming tanks and troops.
Throughout four days not a single shot was fired at civilians. Never in history has there been a revolution where
civilians protected the (dissident) military—people faced
and stopped the tanks.... There were millions of individual
heroes in this revolution. It was a victory of the people"

On the morning after Marcos fled the country—
"bright and early"—Lenny was reached by Colonel
Ruben Ciron who had been assigned the responsibility of
taking over Channel 4, the government channel that had
been secured by rebel troops. Colonel Ciron asked Lenny
to help him in two important areas. The first was funding—the new government wanted to keep the station
going 24 hours a day during the crisis—and the second
was the promotion of "a return to normalcy."
Only Channel 4 was on the air,- all other stations were
dark. A newspaper boycott, together with the events of
the four days of turmoil, had resulted in a /5 percent reduction in advertising messages nationwide. Lenny told
Colonel Ciron that he had one recommendation that
would cover both areas of concern. He urged him to allow commercials to return to the air as soon as possible.
As chairman of the Four A's, Lenny would put himself in
touch at once with other agency heads to ask them to
elicit client cooperation—immediate airing of commercials with immediate payment was his goal—so as to
generate funding for the operation of the needed tv
channel. Lenny got busy, with Colonel Gron's enthusiastic
approval.
To determine what monies the channel had available, Lenny and Ciron pressed into service Cris Rivera,
JWT finance officer. Ciron created a task force of military
officers and Cris to look into the books for a quick determination of the cash position. They soon established that
the station had only 5,300 pesos—$250.
Lenny, meanwhile, called Jay Jay Calero who mobilized account managers to talk to clients about the plight
of Channel 4. Since he had to act with dispatch he himself, without prior clearance from the client, authorized the
airing of the first commercial seen in days—a Pepsi commercial, locally produced by JWT, using the popular
young singing group Menudo. The theme line, appropriately, was "The New Generation."
Later, Lenny called Paul Roberts, Pepsi head in Manila
("what I had done was risky, but I was confident of client
approval"), and found Roberts very pleased and urging
that as many Pepsi commercials as possible be aired. The
Pepsi commercial was soon followed by Richardson-Vick
and other JWT commercials. Although Lenny, Jay Jay and
media director Minda Lansand tried to reach as many
agencies as possible on thatfirstday, not all responded
with JWT's alacrity, and, as it turned out, only JWT commercials were broadcast in the country for the first two
days—and JWT had the unique experience of 100 percent viewership.

A communication received on March 7 from Colonel
Ruben Gron, Senior Aide de Camp, Philippine Ministry of
National Defense, to Lenny, reads in part: "It took the other
advertising agencies a little time to follow your lead even
after you had called the agency heads one by one. Your
personal phone calls finally prodded them to act. We
now have enough advertising revenue to sustain normal
programming.
"I am now helping to normalize the other channels,i.e., TWP, 9 and 13. Again, JWT has helped start the
advertising ball rolling.
"Once again, Lenny, thank you for your help, your
advice and your cooperation. You were there first with
the most.
Your friend,
Ruben"
Poetry and prose from Manila
Roy Hunter, creative director, JWT/Manila, and the only
expatnot in the office (Roy is Canadian), was so moved
by what he saw—during the revolution he participated
wholeheartedly, ferrying food and water to the rebel
troops—that he composed a poem of praise to the
Filipino people. Here are thefinallines:
The exorcism is complete, and back
on the streets, people pray and sing
and smile and shrug and welcome
the dawn of a new day.
With the strength of a Filipino.
Another JWT/Manila writer, so far anonymous, composed a fine tribute to the occasion, pressed into Lenny's
hand as he boarded his plane for JWT/New York. Here
is part of it:
"You were invited ...
It was probably the biggest fiesta since post-World
War II liberation. Of course you were there! We all were.
Some of us saw each other. Some didn't, but we all were
there. It was exhilarating, nerve-wracking, heart-tugging
and unlike any other event we've ever experienced. And
we hope that the occasion for such a get-together will
never arise again.
Never, ever again. Amen"

AIR CANADA: A composite of photography, bottom-lit graphics, and live action, with computer motion-control
shooting techniques. (Liberty Studios,
N.Y.C]

ABC THEATRE VORTEX: Live-action water photography composited with computer motion-control slit-scan technique
to achieve streaking effect. (Liberty Studios, N.Y.C.)

The Mirage Effect, allowing a programmer to manipulate flat artwork to any
point on the screen. (Broadway Video,
N.Y.C.)

Flat art logo transferred on to videotape. (Broadway Video, N.Y.C.)

Bernie Owett
on U.S. trends
in television
production
N o w that we're more than halfway
into the '80s, we see a lot of trade press
comparing the commercials of the '60s
to those of the '80s. The press heralds the
return of "The Creative Revolution"
Once more reporters point out that
beautiful film is the rule, not the exception.
Quick cuts again are very guick. Long
lenses again are very long. Style and entertainment is a prereguisite, and music is
essential. Feature directors and cinematographers clamor to do commercials as
commercial directors. Cameramen, as
always, clamor to do features.
The differences, not the similarities,
are what is fascinating to me. And those
differences are technological. Technology, I must admit, has always been boring to me. Technology was something
technicians, engineers and soundmen did
to get the wonderful film I had shot into a
finished form to be shipped to stations. I
did my thing and they did theirs. Not
anymore.
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"You Might Think" a music video for the
rock group "The Cars" using a combination of Paint Box, A D O and Ultimatte.
(Charlex Productions, N.Y.C.)
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Opening for "Saturday Night Live" combining live action, Paint Box, and Ultimatte techniques. (Charlex Productions,
N.Y.C.)

H B O / W h o o p i Goldberg Special, an
optical combination with live action and
Paint Box background. (Broadway
Video, N.Y.C.)

An optical combination with live action
and Paint Box background. (Broadway
Video, N.Y.C.)

The Mirage by Quantel, creating a special effect called the "Whoosh Effect"
(Broadway Video, N.Y.C.)
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Flat art transferred on to videotape to be
later used on Mirage system. (Broadway Video, N.Y.C.)

The last few years have produced
mechanical and technological advances
that have changed production dramatically. But they demand the presence of
art directors and producers, as they do
their magic.
These technigues, of film, previously
too expensive or too time-consuming (or
both), can be achieved by a machine or
combination of machines. These machines can eliminate dozens of trips to the
optical labs to do, redo, correct, colorcorrect and final-ad|ust effects, mattes,
color and all the other variables involved
in production.
These machines not only save time,
they often save money,- not to mention the
gray hairs and ulcers and general pain
and suffering they help prevent.
COMPLETION O N TAPE
Tape has been around for decades, but
it never had an esthetically pleasing resolution. Art directors and producers
avoided shooting on tape, except for
cheap quickies or trick effects. But by
transferringfilmto tape for completion and
integration of effects, the look of film is
preserved, and the speed and efficiency
of tape compresses postproduction from

weeks to days. An added bonus is the
color-correcting. Film on tape is a dialturning process that takes minutes and
eliminates the many, many corrections that
film completion demands.
The creative team can get the right
color, scene by scene, in minutes. They
watch it happen and say, "Hey, that's it.
Stop."
Sel Shillinglaw, manager of commercial production in the New York Office,
says that nothing in the foreseeable future
will replacefilmfor esthetic reasons—but
that postproduction and completion on
film is practically dead. So, in addition to
time or money savings, creative control of
color contrast and effects is a relatively
painless process.
The computer plays a big role in
practically everything that is done that is
new.
There have been camera breakthroughs like the Steadicam®, which
makes the hand-held camera as smooth
as the smoothest dolly tracks,- and the
Skycam®, which takes the camera high up
where it would be difficult or impossible
to put people. There are new lighting
tracks with towers that take lights to greater

heights than ever before. High enough to
light up stadiums and parades and crowd
scenes—up to 105 feet—with just one
tower.
But the machines that are exciting
most producers and art directors are two
new toys—the Paint Box and the
Montage.
The Paint Box is an electronic rotoscope machine with the capability to add
or subtract on film whatever a retoucher
could do on a fiat print. It can air brush on
film, remove elements, add elements,
change color, draw over film and cut
mattes. It is basically a paint brush for an
artist, and the machine is as fast, precise
and creative as the individual working on
it. Once an effect or change or style is into
the Paint Box, it is registered on every
frame in the chosen scene or scenes.
It saves countless trips in and out of
the optical department of a lab, which
could add weeks of time and tons of
frustration.
The Montage is an off-line computerized editing tool that works like a word
processor. It stores your dailies or selected material, and then it can intersperse that material or move it around and
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An optical combination with live action
and Paint Box background. (Broadway
Video, N.Y.C.)

Another example of the Mirage special
effect called the " W h o o s h Effect"
(Broadway Video, N. Y. C.)

Another example of the Mirage special
effect called "Whoosh Effect" (Broadway Video, N.Y.C.)

Optical combination of live action, raster graphics and motion-control model
photography. (R. Greenberg Associates)

Computer-generated raster graphics
combined with motion-control model
photography. (R. Greenberg Associates)

Optical combination of animation techniques and motion-control model photography. (R. Greenberg Associates)

cut it precisely to a frame with a maximum
of flexibility.
Right now, this machine seems more
valuable to longer films like features with
multiple scenes and editorial choices.
More and more, film editors are looking
to it for quick cuts, quick-paced commercials that often absorb as many scenes as
a longer film.
The new technology is not confined
to the video part of production. There are
new technigues for perfecting sound and
synchronization, as well as expanding
our musical and sound-effects horizons.
I talked to Shelton Palmer, a 27-yearold musician, composer and synthesizer
wiz who's done work for us on Kodak
and for me on Warner-Lambert and Scott
Paper, about what he thinks are the most
meaningful changes in audio technology
today.
Shelley says the three most remarkable advances are the advent of the digital audio synthesizer, digital sampling and
SMPTE (time code synchronization).
About twenty years ago, Robert
Moog figured out a way to control voltage with another voltage, and from that
came the original "Moog" Synthesizer.
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That was the beginning of electronic
sound.
Though the Beatles used it in their late
'60s hit "Day in the Life" the TV commercial makers found the sound cold and inhuman, and just a way to save money on
session fees and residuals. I think the name
"synthesizer" implied something fake, like
this is the polyester of music.
But over the years, music students
who played with, and on the many variations of, the "Moog" began to use the
technology as a musical instrument. Distinct synthesizer musical styles emerged
that were contemporary and esthetically
pleasing. Different artists got different
sounds, just as I get a different sound from
a violin, than say, Heifitz.
The synthesizer sound today is
pleasing, exciting, contemporary and
real. It's used by itself and in combination
with performance instruments. Every
composer/arranger has access to the
machine, so the vision of the individual
artist makes the machine's sounds individual. It is a desirable and accepted creative alternative.
Sampling is the next most exciting
thing that's happened to music. Palmer

calls it recording without tape. Sounds or
music signals are read into a computer
and, once there, can be manipulated like
a computer—to slow it down (and sound
like James Earl Jones) or speed it up (Alvin
and the Chipmunks) or integrate it into an
existing or original musical score. The
flexibility is limitless, the results—
exhilarating.
SMPTE stands for Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers time
code. It does electronically for tape what
sprockets did for film. It synchronizes
sound and sights. SMPTE puts a computer code on the audio track of the
videotape. This makes scoring and audio mixing more precise and easily puts
the sound in the right place at the right
time.
These technologies are now in place
and in use. It's leading us to a totally tapeless recording environment where sound
will be recorded into the computer and
manipulated in any way the producers or
composers desire.
The way we produce commercials is
changing constantly, and making the various components come together is increasingly faster and more precise. But

Through a computerized process, this
effect made possible by the Mirage system by Quantel. (Broadway Video,
N.Y.C.)

Through a computerized process, this
effect made possible by the Mirage system by Quantel. (Broadway Video,
N.Y.C]

Raster graphics shot off a high-resolution
film recorder. (R. Greenberg Associates)

What appears to be a continuous
seamless weave of live action, this S. N. L.
opening was done with computer-assisted graphics and Ultimatte techniques. (Charlex Productions, N.Y.C.)

what doesn 't change, as more and more
production values are accessible, is that
the idea, the concept, the vision is still the
most important discriminator between the
routine and truly outstanding commercial.
We have to keep up with what's
going on or about to go, but we can't
forget what always made great commercials memorable, effective and endearing—a great idea.

BERNARD S. OWETT
Both of Bernie Owett's adult children pursue careers in advertising. This is further evidence, if any is needed, of the infectious enthusiasm their father shows for his craft—usually, in his phrase.
•
I "our crazy business'.'
jL\
i r V
Ali Bernie's long career—recently celebrated at a party
I dubbed "J. Walter Bernie"—has been spent in the New York Office, though he is by birth a Californian. His talent for drawing led
him to the Art Center College of Design, and his sister's serendipitous marriage to an advertising man led him to reject his early aims (cartooning, illustrating album covers) for the
business he has loved for so long. (A familiar prudence, however, made him prepare two
portfolios—the second in illustration, just in case.)
He started at JWT as a paste-up boy but didn't linger long in that capacity. Soon he
was made an art director. By the time he became a vice president and creative supervisor,
he was producing radio and television advertising and doing some writing as well. He was
named a senior vice president in 1968 and a creative director in 1974, He is now senior
vice president and group creative director. He has had wide experience on a variety of
accounts.
Bernie frequently writes for trade publications and has been a speaker to advertising
and marketing groups here and abroad He was a contributing editor for Backstage for
several years.
In 1970. Bernie was voted Alumnus of the Year by the Los Angeles Art Center
College of Design. He was appointed to the school's advisory board in 1972. He has served
on F.IT.'s advisory board and the Board of Directors of the American Institute of Graphic
Arts, As a member of The Art Directors Club, he chaired the club's annual awards exhibition in 1977, His 1983 presentation of "Advertising Trends for the 80s',' originally
designed for Warner-Lambert, has been presented to JWT's clients all over the world.
These are the remarks of Richard DiLallo, senior vice president, who has worked for
Bernie for some ten years, and who made them at the aforementioned "J, Walter Bernie','
"There are about thirty of us—writers, secretaries, art directors, producers—who work
with him every day What is it like9 It is exasperating. It is exhilarating. It is infuriating. It is
enchanting. He has a hearty ego. Has a wise supply of humility He is relentless. He is
seductive. He is about as good and generous and flexible as you can get He can present
to the chairman of Warner-Lambert with an insouciant boyish charm in the morning. Then
skip lunch to go to Saks to get a tie for the stand-up presenter in the videotaped live-omatic that afternoon. He can outline and conduct a creative exploratory that is far-flung
and all-encompassing and when it's over he can sit at his drawing board and make a
farewell card for an account trainee who's decided to return to business school.. He never
gets tired So we never get tired. He never gets bored. So we never get bored, The quality
of our days varies from fair to good to the adjective he likes the most—terrific"
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hese were not the first words the client
spoke after our pitch, but a question which
Allen Thomas asked and answered in a video
presentation to a British Telecom (BT) marketing group the week before the result of the
pitch was due.
To answer the question fully here requires us to go back in time.
In December 1984, we were invited to
make a presentation to BT, along with five
other agencies, for what is known as their "Call
Stimulation" campaign. The account has been
with one agency, KMP (a subsidiary of Saatchi
and Saatchi), for many years, and, in the early
part of 1984, they had introduced a new advertising approach called "It's for You!' The
phonetic pronunciation of the line "It's for yoohoo" became a public catchphrase, and with
a number of well-liked—by both the public
and the advertising industry—commercials,
the campaign seemed set for a long run. So
why review the business?
Throughout 1984, BT had been running
a number of corporate campaigns leading up
to November 28 which was the day that the
company was to go public. Massive interest
was generated in BT and the share flotation
was highly successful, resulting in over two
million individual shareholders.
During the run-up to flotation, BT had
changed its organizational structure and
strengthened certain management areas. The
new marketing management addressed
themselves to the question of what would be
the most effective "Call Stimulation" campaign. They recognized that "It's for You" was
extremely popular and indeed had shown itself to work in increasing calls. But could it
be beaten, bearing in mind the bottom-line
benefit to BT of extra calls? In January 1985,
we presented our proposals to BT covering
both residential (domestic) and business calls.
The campaign was based on an idea which
originated from Max Henry and Ian Hutton.
Many other writers and art directors, notably
Nick Welch, helped to develop it into a truly
spectacular presentation of 28 TV scripts and
42 print advertisements.
The plan from BT was to select a short-

list of two agencies who would be asked to
finish their work and test the material in different areas of the country against "It's for You'.'
JWT was chosen to develop its "Animals"
campaign, and Abbot Mead Vickers was
asked to develop its "Slice of Life" approach.
In the UK we have a number of regional
television stations which cover quite broad
geographic areas and are suitable for largescale quantitative testing.
From the outset, BT made it clear that
the winning agency would be chosen for the
effectiveness of its work. As a company, they
are in a unique position because they not only
have very large budgets, both for advertising
and research, but they have a mechanism of
measuring response rates to the advertising
which is called "Call Logging!' Basically, this
means that BT can take a representative sample of households and businesses in any one
area and measure any change in average rates
of calls.
The advertising ran for two months (July
and August), with BT monitoring a major
usage and attitude tracking survey starting at
the beginning of June and running through to
the middle of September, together with their
"Call Logging" analysis and qualitative testing.
On Friday, October 11, we heard from BT
that our campaign had proved to be the most
effective in generating incremental calls, and
we were appointed to the business.
If that's the background, what was the
nature of JWT's campaign?
Firstly, the size of the BT budget is such
that people are exposed to a massive amount
of "Call Stimulation" advertising. However interesting and rewarding it is, they soon became all too familiar with it. And therefore it
starts to be less effective.
So the first requirement was for an idea
which was big enough and rich enough to allow, over the years, for a multitude of surprising and different executions, based on the
same persistent theme.
Secondly, in order to maintain this element of surprise, we thought it was desirable
that the idea not restrict itself to television
commercials only. It should be capable of ex-

ecutions in press, posters, radio, below-theline, virtually any existing and pertinent national or regional advertising medium. This
would allow us to consistently prompt people
to make those calls they might easily forget.
Animals allow us to do all of this. Or.
more accurately, people as animals allow us
to do this.
On the domestic "Call Stimulation" side
they also give us the freedom to trade heavily
in the powerful emotional qualities of the telephone, without running the risk of becoming
overly mawkish or sentimental: something a
British audiencefindsquite difficult to accept.
A commercial about a woman being told
on the phone that she was. after all. beautiful,
would (however deft the handling) run this
risk quite severely. Use a duck, however, and
it's by no means out of the question.
UGLY DUCKLING

Music. Ugly Duckling.
Duckling: I'm just an ugly duckling,
as anyone can see.

Duckling: I'm just an ugly duckling
no one's phoning me.

SFX: Phone rings.
Duckling: Good gracious, there's
the telephone, whoever can that be.
I'm just an ugly duckling, it couldn't
be for me.
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Ostrich: Tomorrow . . . on second
thoughts.

Duckling: What . . . I'm a swan, a
swan . . . ah go on , .

Listen to a boy phoning a girl to tell her
how much he still loves her, and you could find
it very embarrassing. Use two camels, however, and he cannot only tell her but he can
sins of devotion to her too.
CAMELS TONIGHT

Male Camel sings: Are you lonesome
tonight?

With "Business Call Stimulation" the
problem is different. This advertising needs to
address a wide variety of businessmen and
businesswomen in an equally wide variety of
businesses.
Some may work for a local merchant,
some for a local multinational, the rest for all
the shapes and sizes of businesses in between. There is no such thing as the typical
business situation any more than there is the
typical businessman or the typical business
phone call. If they don't exist, it would seem
ill-advised to show them in the advertising.
Again, people as animals allow us to
sidestep this issue. And they allow us also to
remind the target audience of the business
benefits of the phone by portraying types of
people and situations which are familiar to all
of them.
Do you sometimes act like an ostrich?
How many of your customers are rhinos?
RHINO

Female Camel: No.

Ostrich: I'll call him tomorrow

Male Camel. Do you miss me
tonight?

Rhino: Ah, I was just coming over
to see you.

There are bulls and bears, and tigers and
lions in every office, the occasional cat and
the occasional snake, too. We can bring them
all to life by not bringing them to real life at
all.
So, the same simple vehicle, animals,
does work for both sides of the "Call Stimulation" programme. The result is an integrated
campaign with separate messages, which can
run in any advertising medium. Its individual
effect should be considerable. Its combined
effect should be enormous.
At the last count, there were 4,367 different species in the world; not all of them are
usable of course. We'd probably have to restrict ourselves to 3,000 or so! Between them,
they should give us enough material for a
campaign which provides a rich reward with
each new execution, based on a theme which
can run, crawl, hop, swim orflyfor a very long
time.
by David Millar
Director-in-Charge

Threatening music
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Ostrich: Hello, Rhino Neil?
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Make that call. TELECOM
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I never ring my brother
because my brother never rings me.

Hello Granny. I've just joir
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When it's y
cold outside,
curl up with
thejcihone.
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When you can't get out,
get on the phone.

*d the cubs!
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EDWARD
this way: "Ed understands the soul of the
company—and was one of the guardians
of it'.'
In the minds of many Ed was the
conscience of the company, too, bringing
to it his own keen sense of humanity and
justice.
THE FRIENDLY PERSUASION

For more than forty years, Ed Wilson
knew just about all there was to know of
thefinancial,administrative, legal and international fortunes of the J. Walter
Thompson Company. In a business that
puts a considerable premium on showmanship, he was no more flamboyant
than a Brooks Brothers suit, but, during
the decade that saw Thompson become
the world's largest advertising agency, he
had a major impact on the growth and
character of the company and the lives of
the people in it.
Denis Lanigan, who has known Ed
since 1959, likens his appearance and demeanor to that of a senior partner in a
distinguished law firm—or perhaps "a
benevolent headmaster. He has enormous integrity, a good brain, kindness;
really a genuinely compassionate man
greatly interested in others—but there is
steel underneath; he's always been a firm
negotiator because he's always felt that he
knows what's right'.'
Tom Sutton, who succeeded Ed Wilson as head of JWT International, put it
20

Edward George Wilson was born in
Richmond, Indiana, on March 23,1909.
He is a "birthright Quaker"—his family
has been Quaker for more than a generation. In Ed's case, the Quaker line runs
all the way back to the 17 th century when
George Fox founded the Society of
Friends in England. Richmond, when Ed
was a boy, had a population one-third
Quaker, one-third Catholic and one-third
"other" Protestant. Ed's father was an
undertaker with two partners: thefirsta
Catholic and the second one of the "other"
Protestants. "This" Ed points out, with a
reflective smile, "was a practical business
advantage'.'
WORKING YOUR WAY
His father died when Ed was eight
years old. His mother went to work and
so did Ed. In time, he had magazine and
newspaper delivery routes, he was a desk
clerk at the YMCA and a cook at summer
camp. At thirteen, when Ed had decided
he wanted to be an engineer, his Wilson
grandfather, he remembers, said, "Don't
answer me now, but consider what is
wrong with being a lawyer"
As Ed grew up, his plans turned from
engineering to social work. When it came
time for college, Ed would choose Earlham, the distinguished Quaker college,
located in Richmond—he was the fourth
generation of his family to study there. He

G WILSON
majored in economics and math, but made
up his mind to go after a law degree, when
and if he could afford to.
EARLY DAYS AT JWT
After graduation from Earlham, Ed
followed Luther Orange Lemon, whom
he had met at college, to J. Walter
Thompson Company in New York City.
The year was 1930. Thompson had
been in its new offices on the tenth and
eleventhfloorsof the Graybar Building for
only three years. The wrought-iron Yellin gates that lined the corridors were still
news in the architecture journals, and the
carpeting was still fresh. But the Thompson Company was already bulging the
walls and spilling out into other space in
the building. One era of advertising was
coming to an end; a new one beginning.
Staff was growing and very young
Thompson men and women were helping to change the whole structure of the
advertising business.
Thompson was at the same time undergoing an explosive international expansion. Within two or three years, new
offices opened on five continents.
Thompson took modern advertising

where it had never been before, overseas, initially to handle the newly acquired General Motor.. International
account. Most of the people who were
active in this international expansion were
young—in their twenties, like Ed, or
early thirties.
In the United States, JWT's Golden
Age of Radio was beginning. The sudden
impact of radio—like that of TV twentyfive years later—created a revolution in
advertising, and it put Thompson right
into big-time show business, too.
JWT's international adventures and
its conquest of radio called for heavy investments in the future. And at a time, the
beginning of the Great Depression, when
people were saying there was no future.
Ed found himself part of this remarkably exciting scene at the age of twentyone. Hisfirstjob was in the treasurer's office, a job that got him around the company, into the midst of the action, meeting
almost everybody. He got a quick grip on
the organization and its many complicated, sometimes bewildering, functions.
~^THELAW
Never one to let time go by, Ed

started night studies at New York University's Law School. Hefinishedin four
years of evenings. He became a member
of the New York State Bar, replying
thereby to Grandfather Wilson's question about a law career.
Ed went on working in the treasurer's office, but the law degree got him into
new areas of responsibility. He reviewed
radio copy, talent contracts and, from
1935 to 1936, Walter Winchell's radio
script before Winchell's popular Sundaynight broadcast for Jergens Lotion. Winchell, the old "Grey Wolf of Broadway:'
called the twenty-six-year-old Wilson
"Counselor" and gave him no trouble.
In mid-1936, Ed left JWT for Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Lombard, a highvoltage Wall Street law firm. Donovan
was the "Wild Bill" Donovan who led New
York's famous "Fighting 69th" Regiment
to glory in World War I.
Ed was part of a defense team there,
working on an antitrust trial. Ed did the
complicated, exhaustive preparation of
trial memoranda for the examination of
witnesses and assisted Donovan when he
examined them.
Two years later, he was back at JWT
to start the company'sfirstin-house legal
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department. Ed, now twenty-nine, was
invited to become one of a troika—the
other two were assistant treasurers—
who would handle thefinancialand legal
operations of the company.
Ed bargained. There was just one
man at Thompson he would not report
to—a martinet who required staff to turn
in stubs of old pencils before he would issue new ones. Then too, Ed wanted a key
to the executive bathroom. He got all that
he asked for.

viewing company tax matters and
determining wage and hour policy. He
was in the middle of the management
hurricane.
He knew what was going on with
Thompson people and with operations.
When he spotted something that needed
doing, Ed would make a project of it.
Thompson's Retirement Trust is one of
his projects. With Luther Lemon's help,
it took Ed four years to sell the idea to
management.
Thompson was a good place for him
to be in 1940. JWT's president, Stanley
Resor, was essentially a hands-off administrator who kept Thompson very loosely
organized. As Fortune magazine suggested, you could design your own job at
JWT in those days, and have Resor applaud you for it. "He inspired people to the
belief that this work, this enterprise, was
worth devoting your life to" says Ed, a man
many consider to be himself cast in the
gentleman-and-scholar Resor-Howard
Kohl mold.
Ed prospered at Thompson because
he had lots of ideas and they were always
well worked out. He did his homework,
and Resor liked that.
MR. WILSON EXPLAINS

THE GAME QUICKENS
Back at 420, Ed Wilson's first task
was to set up and run a Legal Department. He was also elected assistant secretary of the company. Between those
two jobs, there was not much that went
on at JWT that Ed didn't know about. He
did a legal review of all the advertising
JWT/New York produced. He was a
member of the Credit Committee. He
was responsible for securing all insurance coverage for the company, for re-

One day, Ed went with Resor and
Kennett Hinks to see Charles Luckman,
president of Lever Brothers. Luckman
felt JWT had favored Standard Brands
over Lever.
Resor planned to explain the background of the problem. Then Ed would
answer Luckman's specific questions. But
when the trio walked into Luckman's office, the reception was so chilly that
Stanley Resor froze. He waved at Ed and
said, "Here's Mr. Wilson to explain the

G WILSON
situation'.' Ed Wilson stepped up and adlibbed the presentation.
BACK TO DONOVAN
In June 1942, one of the two assistant treasurers left for the armed services. Ed was elected assistant treasurer
as well as assistant secretary. He took
over direct management of a staff of 75—
in addition to directing the legal group. He
also became the financial liaison with
JWT offices in Canada, England, India,
Australia, South Africa, Argentina and
Brazil.
Ed's draft number was coming up in
1943, when he would be thirty-four years

general, had created the Office of Strategic Services, a special wartime espionage organration that was the forerunner
of the CIA. JWT's Kenn Hinks was head
of the OSS planning staff when Ed joined
him. Ed shared offices with John Gardner, who would later become head of
HEW and the Carnegie Foundation, and
Richard Helms, eventual head of the CIA.
By 1944, Ed was in Egypt, part of the
time as acting commander of the OSS
Cairo Station. Donovan, passing through
on his way to the Far East, heard that Ed
was going to be the new Assistant Executive Officer for the China, Burma, India
Theater. Donovan said, "Hold everything. You've got to come with me'.' He
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old, so he applied for a commission in the
United States Naval Reserve. Stanley
Resor's letter of recommendation for him
said,"... he has a rare combination of
character and intelligence'.' When Ed put
on his uniform, he was the first member
of his Quaker family to do so since
George Fox's time.
WILD BILL .AND MILD ED
Ed found himself working for 'Wild
Bill" Donovan again. Donovan, now a

stopped his car on the way to the airport,
said he'd hold the plane and sent Ed home
to pack. Donovan's dash was well-complemented by Ed's steadiness, and Donovan appreciated Wilson's skills.
Three weeks later, they were back in
Cairo. Ed's orders were waiting, so he accompanied Donovan on the General's
flight to Washington.
Ed spent most of the rest of the war
in Washington on the OSS Far East desk.
He and Donovan were in Chunglcing with
General Wedemeyer when news of the

bombing of Hiroshima reached them.
BACK TO WORK
Ed got back to Thompson at the end
of 1945. He was again both assistant
treasurer and assistant secretary. He was
named Thompson's first general counsel
in 1946 and a member of the finance
committee. He was elected a vice president in 1954 and a director in 1957. In
1959, he became treasurer and a member of an early version of the executive
committee.
TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW
In 1962, Sam Meek, who was getting
ready to retire, started grooming Ed Wilson to be his successor as head of JWT
International. This was a natural move
because Ed had been thefinancialliaison
with most of JWT's overseas companies
since the '40s. He had been president or
chairman of some of them and was on the
board of directors of most. Sam Meek, a
colorful figure and one of the last of the
pioneers of advertising, was a tough act
to follow. A mystique had grown up about
Meek in JWT offices abroad, and he had
appointed most of the men who were
managing JWT overseas.
According to Don Johnston, the two
men had divergent management styles.
Meek tended to deal with office managers on a one-to-one basis, rarely encouraging communication among them. He
was more interested in the advertising
problems than in the management ones.
Feeling a need for discourse, JWT's European managers started holding their
own managers' meetings, clustered
around Tom Sutton's leadership. "Sam
never attended these meetings" Don
Johnston says, "he ignored them'.'
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Ed became one of the strongest supporters of the managers' meetings; he
believes that the key to good management lies in good communication. "It's
basic to efficiency, effectiveness and, perhaps most of all, to morale. I was always
working on documents that proved we
needed more and better internal
communications'.'
"I never really became an 'advertising man'," Ed says, "although Sam did his
best to make one out of me in the couple
of years between my appointment and the
time he left the company at the end of
1964" Ed's role, as he saw it, was not to
be an "advertising man"—but to make it
easier for the ad makers to make ads.
According to Don Johnston, "What
Ed tried to do was understand what we
were and what we had. He tried to bring
some order to the administration of International. He tried to document and record things. Most of what we had before
was all in Sam's and Cici Barry's heads..
"Ed brought order. He established
communications between offices where
there had been none before. With Sam,
you did not go to New York for help. You
turned to one of your fellow managers.
But you could write to Ed with a problem
and he'd get you the answer—from creative, media, finance, whatever. He encouraged communication. He networked
people. He was happy to get involved. He
was a magnificent administrator'.'
For three years, Ed travelled a good
deal on his international missions. Then,
in 1965, he was elected executive vice
president-corporate and secretary of the
company, and Tom Sutton was picked to
succeed him as head of International.
THE YELLOW PADS
Everyone who knows Ed Wilson
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sooner or later mentions his yellow-pad
syndrome. At Thompson, he had one always at hand and he used it, too. The personalfilesof people like Sam Meek, Norm
Strouse and Dan Seymour are full of Ed's
informal yellow-pad memos—recapping
conversations, recommending action,
outlining plans for handling ticklish management situations. "I think at the end of
a pencil" he says.
THE QUAKER APPROACH
Perhaps the pleasure and pride he
has always taken in his family, the quality
of "balance" noted by Denis Lanigan and
others, his gifts of insight and judgment,
are all traceable, at least in part, to Ed's
Quaker upbringing and education.
Ideally, Quaker contemplation leads to
self-awareness, to sorting out and putting in order. "Ed was both totally apolitical and totally loyal" Denis says. "He is a
man who never complains'.' Denis also
mentions particularly Ed's feeling for
young people. His friends at Thompson
traced the growth of the Wilson family
through the Christmas photographs the
family sent, and Ed's sympathy with youth
extended to his professional life. Denis
remembers that when he was new to
New York, Ed sought him out and suggested that an interesting and promising
young writer join them for a meal—that
was Wilson Seibert. "I hear you" Ed often
says. That might not always mean "I agree
with you" but it does indeed mean T am
listening. I hear you'.'
His humor has a droll practicality.
The story most often told in illustration
of it deals with a young secretary of his
who decided to depart the premises for a
few months of skiing. Ed, ever mindful of
the hazards of the slopes, gave her a

farewell gift—six months paid-up health
insurance.
MORE IS REALLY MORE~
Over the years, Ed has spent an
enormous amount of time and effort in
improving the fortunes of his alma mater,
Earlham College. He was chairman of the
board of trustees for ten years. When
Earlham awarded him an honorary degree a few years ago, the presenter said,
"Two things about Ed Wilson stand out.
Thefirstis that... Ed plans more carefully
and with more attention to detail than
anyone I have ever known'.' The second
thing he talked about was Ed's humanity.
AN ERA ENDS
When Ed Wilson retired, there was
the usual celebratory dinner. Ed was presented with a farewell poster. The message it bore, written by Sid Olson and
signed by Dan Seymour, was this:
"And one more note for you as a lawyer for all seasons, Edward G. Wilson:
.After many years of proper and dignified
business intercourse, it does not come as
an easy matter to tell a man suddenly that
you admire him, that you love his mind,
his attitudes, his courage and integrity,
and that you will miss him deeply as he
moves out of your life. But that is what a
great many people from the world of J.
Walter Thompson Company really want
you to know.
'Your influence has been strong and
lasting, as you must admit even to yourself, and not the least of your skills was
the easy style with which youfieldedthe
high hard ones.
"For all you have done for us, we
thank you; on all you do henceforth, we

wish you blessing'.'
Ed Wilson retired. But in many senses he did not leave the company. Don
Johnston says, "Ed has a tremendous
sense of responsibility, in the broadest
sense, for the continuity of the company','
and Denis Lanigan remarks that Ed's
governing query has always been "Is it in
the best interests of the company?"
When Don Johnston became president, eight years after Ed's retirement, he
began making Ms own adjustments in the
company, and at that time he was able to
draw on Ed's knowledge.
"Ed is such a treasure trove of information about the company" says Johnston." It's not just that he has those
wonderful yellow pads on which more
history is written about the company than
any other single source in the past forty
or fifty years—but he remembers, too.
An incredible memory. It's been tremendously helpful'.'
Even as you read this, Ed is most
likely making a note for some project.
Probably on one of his favored yellow
pads.
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by John Scott
JWT/Chicago
Executive Creative Director

I love advertising.
I love the people. They're brilliant, fascinating, boring, talented,
gregarious, introverted, industrious, lazy, silly, serious, sincere, cynical, exasperating, entertaining,
arrogant, sensitive, involved, out to
lunch, alive, and above all, human.
I love the products. I love bran
cereals, Cheddar cheese, salad
dressing, kitty litter, Swiss cheese,
shaving gel, cream cheese, baby
food, pasteurized process cheese

'et your
spread, mayonnaise, hand lotion,
hotels, fur coats, whole-life insurance, perfume, greeting cards, tires,
TV sets, banks, cookies, vacuum
cleaners, tennis rackets, newspapers, fast-food restaurants,
shoes, beer, and hot dogs.
I've met all kinds in the 20 years
I've been in this business, and
worked on all kinds of products. And
I've enjoyed all of it. And I'm glad I've
done it. Was it all pleasant? Of
course not. I'm not a fool. I'm just
crazy.
You don't have to be crazy to
work in the advertising business,
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but it helps.
And if you don't like people, and
you can't get excited about products, you're crazy to stay in the
business.
The first prereguisite to fame
and fortune in advertising is
enthusiasm.
I can't remember ever getting a
new assignment that I didn't get
excited about. Stimulated. Challenged. Worked up. I'm talking
about things like dog food. Frozen
French fries. Electronic thermometers. Now, the average sane person
doesn't get excited about such
things.
That's why the average sane
person isn't in advertising.
Enthusiasm is the second most
important thing a creative person in
advertising can have. Talent is, of
course, the first. But talent won't
sustain you through tough moments
in our business. Enthusiasm will.
It takes enthusiasm to do great

untalented people. But it's more
tragic when a bad ad is the result of
a talented person who quit. I have
more respect for an untalented person who gives it his best shot and
fails.
The most important thing for a
creative person not to have is a negative attitude.
At minimum, negativism is a
waste of time; at its worst, it is pure
poison to a creative effort. Nothing is
more counter-productive than to sit
around and complain about the
account people, the creative director, or the client who didn't like your
ad. The thing to do is to get up off the
floor and do an even better ad that
they like.
If you never show your clients a
bad ad, they'll never buy a bad ad
from you. If you don't like the way
your work turned out, you don't have
to look far to find the culprit. Try the
mirror.
Your first obligation is to satisfy

Remember what Bill Bernbach
always kept in mind when talking to
the client: "He could be right."
The other reason that listening
is essential is that it enhances your
ad's chances of not only getting
better, but of being bought by your
client. Listening improves your
credibility When you become truly
open to other people's opinions, you
automatically become an advertising professional, not merely a creative type with an axe to grind.
Advertising is simple. It's
important to remember that.
Because it doesn't always seem that
way. The more people and the more
money that are involved, the more
complex it seems to get.
But advertising can always be
reduced—no matter how many endless meetings, speeches, overhead
slide presentations, focus groups,
research evaluations, media analyses, management reviews, and
strategy development sessions—to

work for a parity product. To find the
raison d'etre for a floor wax and
make it seem interesting to an uninterested viewer. It takes enthusiasm
to keep coming back to a client who
keeps shooting down pet ideas.
Who may be abusive. Or ignorant.
Or insecure. Or merely wrong.
But enthusiasm, to the creative
person, is like your health; if you've
got it, you've got everything.
Enthusiasm, as I'm defining it,
means positive attitude, a sense of
humor and the ability to bounce
back; to not quit.
Quitters make bad ads. So do

yourself. Your next obligation is to
keep an open mind. Remember, so
far there's been only one alleged perfect person on earth, and it wasn't
you. So get ready for one of the
toughest and most important jobs a
creative person has to do: listen.
Listening is hard. But if you
really want to do the best ad possible, it's essential. First of all, the
odds are excellent that you will hear
some good, far more objective criticism that could improve your idea. If
your idea is perfect, never fear, that
will be obvious. If it's not, maybe it'll
get closer with some changes.

one simple act: as Leo Burnett once
said, "...finally, someone has to
write an ad."
It's important for the creative
person to keep perspective and not
get caught up in the apparent complexity surrounding the development of advertising. It's not that
these other things aren't important;
they are, to the extent that they help
the creative effort. But to the extent
that they complicate it, or confuse it
(or you), they are not helpful. It is the
job of the creative person to make
sure that this does not happen, to
preserve the simple perspective.
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So the answer to the ultimate
question, "How do you make a great
ad?" is, ultimately, simple: "Simple."
But it's not quite that simple.
Besides the essential element of
simplicity there is the content and
tone of the message to be consid
ered, and the style with which it is
presented, or the execution.
One of the things that makes a
good creative person good is the
ability to see the world slightly differently than others. The result is a

different way of talking about things
—an unexpectedness. The message
of an ad, while being simply presented, should be unexpected. This
leads to breakthrough and memorability.
Courage is important in developing outstanding advertising. A
creative person should never be
afraid to take risks. If there's very little risk, there's probably very little
potential. Nothing ventured, nothing gained. No guts, no glory.
The tone of an ad may be humorous, irreverent, serious, poignant,
romantic, or folksy—but above all, it
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must be honest and consistent with
the product.
Finally, there is execution. Execution is the final assembly of all the
elements of the ad, as well as the
physical realization of the idea of
the ad itself. As such, it is very
important. But the quality of the
execution is not so important as the
quality of the idea itself. A great execution cannot save a bad idea—it
can only dress it up.
How do you actually start writing ad copy?
I read everything I can get my
hands on. Research reports. Old
copy. Competitive copy. Package
copy. Then I talk to everybody who'll
standstill. Clients. Account people.
R&D people. Then I think about it.
Then I forget it. For a while.
When I start thinking about it
again, I try to write down every relevant fact about the product and
assignment. I try to prioritize. I try to
simplify. I ask, if I were selling this to

cess three, maybe four times a year.
When I'm at my best, I have a
deep respect—not to say awe—for
the "creativity" that occasionally
manifests itself through me.
When a really good idea finally
appears, usually more or less out of
whole cloth, on the page in front
of me, my first reaction is one of
amazement—where on earth did
that come from? This is usually followed instantly by a sense of absolute certainty that it is right. Exactly
what I've been searching for, floundering for, hoping for, wanting.
Then, sooner or later, it is there. I
have never experienced this without
feeling—just a tiny bit—frightened.
Of course, all these feelings are
quickly followed by others more
mundane—sheer delight, elation,
smug satisfaction, arrogance. It's
almost as though I had something to
do with it. Which is, of course,
impossible, since I haven't a clue as
to how it happened. I can't make it

I can't imagine being as fulfilled
by writing an insurance policy. Or
preparing a divorce decree. Or a
zoning-change proposal. Or making
out a syllabus. I don't want to do
those things.
I can do the things I do well in
advertising: Write, produce, and
supervise the creative development
of advertisements for print, radio,
and television, work with top-quality professionals, avail myself of the
finest film directors, photographers,
and artists in the country and work
day to day with people for whom I
have true admiration, respect, and
love.
The best creative philosophy I
can come up with is (you guessed it)
simple: find out what you like to do,
work hard at it until you do it as well
as you can, and enjoy it. Gratefully.
For me, that's advertising. I
highly recommend it.
Advertising is the show business of business. It's colorful. It's

happen at will, or guarantee that it
will ever happen again.
Creativity is a gift. And I'm
grateful I have it. And grateful to be
rn a business where I can express it.
Even if it wasn't one of the most
stimulating businesses imaginable,
even if it wasn't full of fascinating
people, even if it wasn't so much a
part of our lives and our society even
if it didn't pay so well and offer so
much in personal rewards, advertising would still be a great j ob, as far as
I'm concerned.
Because advertising lets me
express my talents.

fun. It's entertaining. It's full of great
personalities and celebrities and
even stars.
It's also a great vantage point for
understanding how business
works. It's where business works, or
where it fails. Where the product
meets the consumer. And where the
consumer turns thumbs up or down.
Advertising is where the
action is.
So mama, if your babies are so
inclined, and talented enough, and
crazy enough, go ahead. Let 'em
grow up to be ad men and women.
They deserve it.

,gww.
a person, what would I say?
Then I start to write copy. Usually alone, then wrth an art director,
then alone again, and so on, until
the two of us come up with something we like. Often it's helpful to
start with the print ad before you do
the commercial. Sometimes that's
helpful even if there is no print-ad
assignment.
If you're lucky, you will come up
with a solution you will love, and the
client will let you run. If you're really
lucky, you will like it three months
after you do it. If you're really really
lucky, you'll have that kind of suc-
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WJJER
AFIELD
s*

a f i e l d (e-feld), adv-, on+field, 1: in,
on, or, to the field 2-. away from home:
ASTRAY -Webster's

l \ l l of the above definitions fit the J W T Field
Force.
The J. Walter Thompson USA Ford Field
Force is a unique a r m of the company. Professional and fully staffed, a s though for a single
major client, it actually serves more t h a n 40
separate clients: individual Ford Dealer Advertising Fund accounts known a s FDAFs.
These are advertising committees representing Ford Dealers throughout the country.
Each is incorporated, independent of Ford Division and of each other. All have the common
objective of selling Ford products through Ford
dealerships. Yet each is quite different in
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makeup, personality, regional perception and
ways of doing business.
On a local or national basis, each FDAF
account is large enough to be a n i m p o r t a n t
client in its own right. Collectively, the Field
Force a c c o u n t s represent t h e sixth-largest
J. Walter Thompson USA client.
Headquartered in JWT's Detroit Office, the
Field Force, over 100 strong, operates out of 17
offices across the country a s on-the-spot, local
agencies, to meet t h e needs of these special
clients.
The Field Force also maintains daily contact with Ford Division management and oper-

ations a n d provides FDAF clients with full
knowledge of Ford marketing, sales, advertising and product plans, programs and materials, including projections for m a n y m o n t h s
ahead. In this way, the Field Force is able to provide the kind of service and advertising continuity that local and other agencies are unable
to offer these clients and Ford Division.
The Field Force also provides unique opportunities to service other J W T clients, and
frequently is able to offer the critical added marketing capability to new b u s i n e s s presentations. It is also in a position to become aware of
new business opportunities in local markets. In
fact, the Field Force h a s provided the framework for developing the field organization for
major J W T field accounts such a s Burger King,
Hyatt and others.
J W T Field Force h a s been serving FDAF
clients for over 40 years, a unique operation and
a strong and vigorous one. One noteworthy aspect of the Force's activities is its annual Field
Meeting. That's when the whole group goes far
afield to good purpose. Each year, the entire farflung complement comes together for a few days
of work, play and one-on-one interchange that
is very effective in helping to keep the organization strong, viable and unlike any other.

The past several Field Meetings, held in the
inspiringly beautiful surroundings of Grand
Traverse Resort near Traverse City, Michigan,
provided daily meetings, presentations, case
histories and the all-important exchanges of
experience a n d ideas. There were new ideas
from new people, and sound advice from experienced h a n d s with up to 40 years in the business. J W T ' s C h a i r m a n of the Board. Don
J o h n s t o n , a n d President of J W T USA, J a c k
Peters, were on hand.
All levels of m a n a g e m e n t participated in
updating the story of what J. Walter Thompson
is, a n d where it is going. This commitment of
time from upper m a n a g e m e n t helps keep the
FDAF strong and unique.
Ford Division's Vice President and General
Manager, Robert Rewey, drove 5 0 0 miles to
present his company's plan and to affirm the
i m p o r t a n c e of J W T ' s Field Force to Ford's
success.
The Field Meetings help to make a functioning family of all these people, meshing the
capabilities of widely divergent personalities and
talents into a powerful leadership team.
On these pages you see illustrated some of
the activities at the a n n u a l J W T FDAF Field
Force Meetings.
&

by Jack Strait
vice president
FDAF operations supervisor
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"At J W T you c a n
s e n s e the excitement
and full momentum your
company h a s achieved
today...
"This
company's
strong roots include the
FDAF Field Force t h a t
traditionally provides the
best dealer advertising in
the industry.
"Under the leadership
of Joe Schulte, the Detroit Office is the most
powerful force in automotive advertising in this
country...
"Under the leadership
of Hugh Trenkamp, I believe you, the J. Walter
Field Force, to be certainly the most powerful
field organization in the
country.
"I want each of you to
have a copy of the mission s t a t e m e n t our
Board of Directors h a s
approved, a s t a t e m e n t
t h a t defines w h a t our
company is in business
to do. It reaffirms that
J W T is committed to
leadership in our field.
Leadership in t e r m s of
product quality, calibre of
people, share of market
and value for the money'.'
Chairman of the.Board
Chief Executive Oflieer.
yJWT Group
Don Johnston
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"J. Walter Thompson
is on a roll. It represents
the most powerful force
in advertising in this
country today.
"Yours is a company
with a very high level of
h u m a n involvement... in
a business that deals entirely with people.
"That is why we all
s h a r e very high values
a n d purpose. Why we
m a i n t a i n the highest
professional and ethical
s t a n d a r d s . Why we live
integrity at both corporate a n d individual levels. These things are the
responsibility of each one
of u s . T h a t you in the
Field Force accept these
responsibilities is a major reason for the exceptional performance you
achieve'.'
President. COO
J. Walter Thompson. USA
Jack Peters

"There is no question
that we c a n ' t be a s successful a s we should be
without the 100 percent
effectiveness of the potential of the FDaAFs. We
m a k e a dollar commitment up front that is unmatched by anyone in
the industry.
"Like you, we are a
company t h a t is consumer-driven. We spend
a lot of time a n d money
listening to our customers, then working to give
them what they want.
"Taurus is a strong
case in point. Following a
sensational launch, we
expect that it will change
the whole attitude of people toward Ford.
"The FDAFs are one of
the top priorities at Ford,
and there is no question
in our m i n d s of the importance to Ford of their
collective firepower.
"I tell you now that we
support every one of you
in this room, in every way
we can, to keep each
FDAF a major force in the
marketplace. It is the
only way I know to a s sure that potential FDAF
effectiveness continues
to be a reality'.'
Vice President
General Manager
Ford Division
Ford Motor Company
Robert C. Rewey

Field (ffij Force

Ford Division Headquarters
J W T Detroit Office and
FDAF Field Force Headquarters
Renaissance Center
Detroit. Michigan

Exchanging Ideas & Accolades:

Executive Vice President
General Manager, Detroit Office
Joe Schulte

Senior Vice President
Director of Field Operations
Hugh Trenkamp

Senior Vice President
Ford Account Director
Bill Williams
Left:
Joe Schulte
Don Johnston
Bob Rewey
Hugh Trenkamp
Left: Senior Vice
President
Deputy General
Manager, Detroit
Office
Past Director,
Field Operations
Bob Gamble

Left: Vice President
Creative Supervisor,
Field Operations
Randy Albright
Center: Vice President Senior Producer Joe Feke,
Vice President Creative Supervisor
Southeast Region
Frank Pringham
Right: Systems Manager
Zebe Henderson

Left: Joe Feke;
Don Johnston

Right: Vice
President Houston District Account Manager,
Ted Thompson;
Jack Peters;
Jackie Berkho,
Personnel
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Field (^ Force
Left: The entire assemblage listens intently.
Director Trenkamp
notes questions
answers.
Below center: Winning
"Team" Captain. Bob
McClowry. Vice President. Northeast Region
Supervisor, is congratulated by Floyd Clark.
Senior Vice President.
Supervisor
Southeast Region.

Above: Creative Supervisor Randy Albright: Creative
Team Mike Adams
and Mike McClure
(Western Region);
and Ed Walter, Senior Vice President
Supervisor
Central Region.

Atove right: Claude
Ethridge. Vice President. Operations
Manager, presents
"awards" to Ed Walter. Frank Pringham, and New Account Managers
Andy Keenan (Milwaukee District) and
Steve Truscon
(Washington
District).'
Far left: Hulon Everett
receives retirement
honors from Joe
Schulte and Hugh
Trenkamp. after 35
years a s Executive
Secretary of the San
Francisco FDAF
office.
Above right: Hulon
is toasted by JetT I iitch.
Senior Vice President. Supervisor
Western Region.

New Account Managers present their experiences (left to right):
Andy Keenan (Milwaukee District), Steve Biasing (Kansas City District). Roman Lesnau (Buffalo District).
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Contests & Challenges:
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Field (Q) Force
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Sam Meek
Elected to
Advertising
Hall of Fame

Samuel W. Meek, the principal
architect of Thompson's international organization, was inducted
into the Advertising Hall of Fame
on March 25th at a luncheon
ceremony at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel in New York City. Sam Meek
became the 98th member of the
Hall of Fame, established in 1949 by
the American Advertising Federation. Inducted with him were Donald
A. Macdonald, vice chairman, Dow
Jones & Company, Inc., and Arthur
Harrison "Red" Motley, former president, publisher and chairman of the
board, Parade magazine.
Carl Nichols, chairman, The
Cunningham & Walsh Group, Inc.,
announced the new electees on behalf of this year's 32-member Council
of Judges, representing all .segments
of advertising.
Messrs. Macdonald, Meek and
Motley were among fifty nominations received from 5,000 Call For
Nominations mailed earlier this year
to advertising executives across the
United States. Election requires that
nominees have completed their major work and made significant contributions to die advancement of die "art
and economic values of advertising."
Nominees are also judged on their
contributions to the welfare of the
country through public service
efforts.
Sam Meek, who died in 1981,
joined Thompson in 1925. At that
time, American agencies were first
expanding overseas, with results tliat
changed the course of advertising
hisStory. Under die leadership of Sam
Meek, J. Walter Thompson was for
many years at the forefront of the
process of internationalization.
Sam Meek's accomplishments
were many—for example, he persuaded international media to publish and audit their circulation figures
and to accept standard rates. He won
international acceptance of die commiaSsion system, establishing a .structure that has lasted essentially intact
for half a century.

His own explanation for his accomplishments and those of Stanley
Resor in expanding the agency's international operations was characterisStically levelheaded: "We worked
harder," he .said. "No time out for tea.
And weekends were not sacred. We
weren't any smarter than anybody
else, but we worked more hours, we
gave more .sweat. Then when we
went into a new market handling two
or diree assignments from U.S. or U.K.
clients, we immediately went after
new business, with particular emphasis on local clients. And we kept
after them."
As part of the luncheon program,
JWT prepared a short videotape
touching on highlights of the Meek
career, as well as announcement ads
for the luncheon ceremony aid an ad
for the luncheon brochure.
Priscilla Meek accepted the
award with grace aid humor.
Don Johnston had this to say:
"Sam was one of diat haidful of people who are born to lead. His idea of
leadership was to be better at what he
did than aiybocly else who was doing
it; the rest could take care of itself.
"Sam's objective was not to create
the biggest agency in the world.
Sheer size was a relatively incidental
by-product of his drive to do things
better than they had ever been done
before. Long before the word had
become as fashionable as it is toda);
excellence was his standard of performance. He was impatient with
anything else!'
As Gene Kummel of McCannErickson said in his letter of nomination, "Sam Meek was the one man
whom many of us who were deeply
involved in the international field regarded as thefir.stInternationalist."
He was also, as noted in the Certificate of Induction to the Advertising
Hall of Eame, "a loved man, a man of
originality and commitment to purpose" aid nowhere more warmly so
regarded than by his fellow laborers,
then and now, in the J. Walter
ThompsSon vineyards.
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JWT ORGANIZES CONFERENCE AT OAKLEY
COURT IN WINDSOR, ENGLAND, FOR UNILEVER
INNOVATIONS GROUP
The Innovation Group was formed by Detergents Coordination to help create new brand properties and ideas for promotion in Europe over the next
five years. Participants were (left to right):
Top row: E.M. Sherrington, senior product group manager, LBL Kingston; Harry Clark; Nicholas
Jackson; Dr T.J. Price, R & D manager, URL Port Sunlight; Robin Restall; E. Mansfeldt, marketing
manager. AB Sunlight, Stockholm; George Black; Dr. PW. Vipond, R&D manager, ITU, URL Port
Sunlight; Brian Roberts-Wray; Stephen King; M Dowdall, detergents coordinator; Wally O'Brien;
A.P. A.F. Rocourt. R&D manager, URL Vlaardingen.
Bottom row: Y. Nedonchelle, development manager, Lever France, Haubourdin; Judie Lannon;
Dr. Z. Hag, R & D manager, URL Port Sunlight; N A. Don, development manager, LBL Warrington;
J.K. Wheater, brand manager, Lever Italy, Milan; Dr. DR. Williams, R&D manager, URLColworth;
A. Rasmussen, brand manager, Lever France, Pans.

MERRY XMAS
FROM PERU

TEHOMAINOS (FINLAND) JOINS JWT

Writes Fernando Otero Davis:
"We would like to share our
Christmas gift with every JWT
office in the world by having
its picture and message
published in our J. Walter
Thompson News.
"The gift was sent to our
clients, friends and suppliers,
and they were all delighted with
our originality. Even government authorities congratulated
us on this thoughtful idea'.'

Tehomainoksen ja J. Walter Thompsonin valisen sopimuksen allekirjoittivat Helsingissa Thompsonin Euroopan alueen varajohtaja Michael C o o p e r - E v a n s (edessa vasemmalla) ja Tehomainos — J. Walter
Thompsonin hallituksen puheenjohtaja, teollisuusneuvos Veikko S j o blom.
Takarivissa vasemmalta toimitusjohtaja M a t t s B j e r n e J W T Tukholma, toimitusjohtaja
Veikko V a i n i o Tehomainoksesta seka
Thompson -konsertin lakiasiain varajohtaja Richard P o l l e t New Yor-

kista.
Tehomainos. an agency belonging to the Huhtamaki Group, recently signed
a Letter of Agreement with J. Walter Thompson. The new agency will be known
as Tehomamos/J. Walter Thompson, and Thompson now has a representative on the company's Board of Directors.
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Elizabeth Dolney of Detroit
Office personnel group goes
on maternity leave, but not
before having her picture taken.

LEANNA CANNONERO WINS
RODOLFO OTERO AWARD
On March 5, Leanna Cannonero. who is assistant to both the chief executive officer and the
chief operating officer in Thompson's New York
headguarters. was one of numerous guests invited to a reception in the atrium dining room. She
had no idea what the reception was designed to
celebrate and. so busy was she at the time. "I was
just glad I hadn't had to do the arranging.
Her astonishment when she discovered that
the party was for her made her delight in the Rodolfo Otero award all the keener. The award, an
honor bestowed yearly on the individual who has
contributed most to the "welfare and progress of
JWT in the Latin American region" was created
in affectionate memory of Rodolfo Otero, a
greatly admired Thompsonite. an exemplary
professional" from the region who died at the
early age of 39. Every year the managers of the
Latin American region, with Jarbas Milani and
Lee Preschel, nominate and vote on a recipient,
A check for $10.000 is then made out to that person and presented together with an original work
of art. The recipient of the award endorses the
check and returns it for its designated purpose—the education of Rodolfo Otero's three
children who are 18. 17 and 9 years old.

ftml Mon >us»n.p.s..r, IxL'H.ir:.

JWT/BRUSSELS CELEBRATES 25TH ANNIVERSARY WITH
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Michel Frappier, managing director, reports: "To commemorate this event we wanted to give
our client a souvenir directly related to man and the automobile, and hopefully something Belgian.
"Jean-Pierre Gilmart, also known in the art circles as Gilmus. is a talented painter and also
happens to be creative group head on the Ford account at JWT/Brussels.
"Jean-Pierre had the idea to reproduce his personal interpretation of the evolution of mankind
and automobile.
"The original water color was offered to Mr. Arne Behncke, President of the Ford Motor
Company, Belgium. A limited series (150) of the work has been lithographed and distributed
to selected people"

The work of art is. in this case, a neon sculpture of the Thompson owl by Venezuelan artist
Alexis De La Sierra, a well-known sculptor and
goldsmith from Caracas.
Leanna also received a framed scroll which
revealed that she was the unanimous choice of
the region's managers for the award
Leanna began her work with the region nine
or ten years ago when John Florida was instrumental in establishing a seminar for bilingual
secretaries in Peru, and Leanna went to the
seminar to lecture. She's been going back ever
since. In 1979 the James Webb Young Seminar
was introduced into the Latin American region,
and Leanna had a great deal to do with its successful organization. When the Sam Meek Seminars were introduced in Brazil she "got my wings
in that area too" A facility in Italian has helped her
with her Spanish and she picked up the language guickly; she has also studied at the Spanish Institute.
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FIFTH ANNIVERSARY FOR HISPANIA
Five years ago, we celebrated the founding of a new advertising
agency. One that we believed in time could become an important part
of J. Walter USA and our industry. We called it Hispania.
Today Hispania serves clients like Sears, Warner-Lambert and the Ford
Division of the Ford Motor Company, who have made the 20 million Hispanic Americans an important part of their marketing plans.
In the words of Burt Manning, "We have good reason to be proud of
Caroline Demy and all of the people who've made Hispania such a
success''

ES

TOKYO OFFICE ADVANCES
ON VICTORY IN ROUNDTHE-PALACE RELAY RACE
On Saturday, December 14, a sixmember team from JWT/Tokyo Office participated in the Japan Times
Charity Corporate Cup Round-thePalace Relay Race, (The Palace in
question is the Emperor's Tokyo
residence.)
Our team finished 18th out of 72, a
significant improvement over last year,
when we finished approximately 26th.
Norm MacMaster. head of the Tokyo
Office, was one of the team members, and contributed significantly to
the result.

ON THE MOVE
(International transfers and hires)
* David Holmes, formerly creative director and board director, JWT/London, has
moved to JWT/Sydney as
creative director.
* Mark L. Pearson, formerly
deputy general manager,
JWT/Sydney, has moved to
JWT/Chicago as senior vice
president and account
director.
* Michael Barter joined JWT/
Kuala Lumpur as creative
director.
* Ted Nation JWT/Toronto account supervisor, has moved
to JWT/Rio de Janeiro as account director.
* Ron Collins. JWT/Bangkok
creative director, has become creative director, JWT/
Melbourne.

JWT/ARGENTINA WINS ESSO ACCOUNT
JWT/Argentina has won the U.S. $4,000,000 Esso account, one
of the largest account changes in Argentine history. They won
against a good, strongly entrenched local agency and McCannErickson, which "pulled out all the international swat-team stops
to acquire this important piece of one of their multinational
accounts"
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* Phil Smith has officially rejoined JWT/Bangkok as creative director after helping out
in the JWT/Sydney creative
department for some months.
* Mark Stewart has transferred
from JWT/Melbourne to New
York. He is a media planner.

PATRICIA RENGEL
WINS JWT/SAN FRANCISCO
RAFFLE FOR BENEFIT
OF JWTERS IN
MEXICO CITY
The raffle, a response to the hardships suffered by our Mexican colleagues in last
September's
devastating earthquake, was organized by Lewis Groner, media planner; Rob Kronman, senior account
representative on Chevron; and Al
Adams, associate media director.
Over 500 tickets were sold for a total
of $2,625. Prizes were donated by
British Airways. PSA. United and
AirCal airlines. The grand prize, two
round-trip tickets to London, was won
by Patricia Rengel. account executive
in public relations.

FROv^
FARLAN MYERS REPORTS FROM
THE GREAT WALL OF CHINA

"Accompanying the crew were Robert Powell,
Kraft's director of advertising and wife Maureen.
Copperfield's major illusion, climaxing the program,
is his attempt to walk through the Great Wall of China.
Some of the pictures show preparation for this sequence; others show the visitors either waiting or relaxing. There was a lot of waiting.
"The program will be shown in China later this year,
and was a joint production with China Central Television, The Chinese crew worked side by side with
Joe Cates' American crew, requiring the presence
of four translators at all times"
David Copperfield and senior official of China Central Television
at the banquet.
"*-*14
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Farlan, Bob, and Gene Jankowski, President, CBS Broadcast
Group, during break in filming night seguence.

The occasion: production of The Magic of David
Copperfield ... China, a CBS television special,
sponsored by Kraft and telecast Friday, March 14,
1986.
Executive producer was Joe Cates; producer,
Kevin Bright; director. Stan Harris.
Reports Farlan, who was there with his wife,
Peggy, as JWT's director of broadcast programming: "Guest host was Ben Vereen. and additional
guests were the two Chinese dancers (best in ALL
of China, and naturally we didn't use them as dancers) and magicians.
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Maureen and Bob Powell, Ben Vereen, and Peggy Myers, before
boarding the bus to a sixteen-course dinner given by China Central Television, partners in the co-production.
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Preparation area for David's exit from the Wall
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On the left, our guide and translator, me, as well as half of Maureen Powell. Bob Powell took this picture.

Ben Vereen and a happy observer.

Our two Chinese dancers, and a focal behind them who magically appeared wherever they happened to be
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MICHAEL COOPER-EVANS
MAKES NEWS IN NORWAY
Or to put it in his own words, "Far be it from
me to seek personal publicity through the
medium of the official Company organ, but
Matts Bjorne insists that I send you the enclosed photographs of Stem Schjaervan
and myself taken on the day of the consummation of our partnership in Norway.
"Myself, I would suppress them but you
may have other views...
"Cheers!"

JWT/NEW YORK TRAINS MANAGERS AT THE WATER'S EDGE
Under the leadership of Jerry Gottlieb and Harry Clark, all New York Office senior account supervisors, and selected associate directors from the Media and Consumer Behavior groups, attended a three-day offsite seminar
at Gurney's Inn in Montauk. The program, developed in conjunction with Harbridge House, focused on management skills, as well as communications, client relations, collaboration and the role of account management. Steve
Bowen discussed plans for the office in a Thursday evening session. On the closing day, Jack Morrissey and Roy
Glah served on a panel to evaluate case-study presentations. The Management Development Program will be
refined and expanded to the account supervisor level for 1986.
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Julio Moreira
Coordinador de Medios
Otto Cisneros
Coordinador Creativo
Rodolfo Godino
Director Gerente
Mario Pastorino
Medios
Beatriz Cuayatto
Contaduria
Jorge Massa
Coordinador de Produccion
Elizabeth De Castro
Secretaria de Gerencia
Lorenzo Varela
Director de Arte
Elena Mayobre
Jefe Administrativo
Marcos Golfari
Presidente de JWT/Argentina
Lee Preschel
David Chaplin
Supervisor de Cuentas

FROM ALL CV

JWT/URUGUAY CELEBRATES
ELENA MAYOBRE'S 30TH
ANNIVERSARY WITH JWT
Elena Mayobre, head of administration in JWT/
Uruguay, recently celebrated her 30th anniversary
with J. Walter Thompson.
For the occasion, Lee Preschel, president of JWT/
Latin America, and Marcos Golfari, president of JWT/
Argentina and regional director for Bolivia, Paraguay and
Uruguay, traveled to Montevideo especially to join
Rodolfo Godino, managing director of JWT/Uruguay,
to pay tribute to Elena and to present her with a silver
commemorative plaque.
In recognition of her many years of highly professional, dedicated and loyal service, JWT/Latin America
also awarded her a vacation trip to Caracas, to Sao
Paulo and to New York, with all expenses paid.

BOB ROAT, WHOSE MAIL DON JOHNSTON USED TO DELIVER,
RETIRES AFTER FORTY YEARS WITH COMPANY
Roat. shown here with his daughter, and his former mailman, was the recipient of a
fiery farewell labeled "Roat's Roast" on February 14. when he announced his retirement
as vice president, account supervisor. Ford Dealer's Association, in San Francisco.
Don had this to say about the occasion:
"What a relief it is to know that Bob Roat is retiring.
"Can you imagine, he is the only guy left in the company who can still honestly claim
that I used to deliver his mail!
"Furthermore, he is the only guy left in the company who can remember my red convertible in my wilder bachelorhood days!
""But we've always had sort of a silent pact between us—I won't tell if he won't tell!
"Seriously, the company needs more people like Bob Roat, people who are loyal and
dedicated and commit their entire working lives to the company We are a service organization, we do not sell a common product, we do not have high technology, we are held
together only by the loyalty of people such as Bob Roat, who look to the company as
really one large family,
"Bob, even upon retirement, you will always be part of the Thompson family and you
will always have my gratitude for your loyalty and commitment to that family over the past
forty years. God Bless"
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